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Summary of Project Option in Lieu of Thesis Presented to the Graduate School of the
University of Florida In Partial Fulfillment of the Requirements for the Degree of
Master of Fine Arts
REPEAT : : REPEAT
by
Erica Erin Isringhaus
Spring 2018
Chair: Dr. Jack Stenner
Major: Studio Art (Art + Technology)
REPEAT : : REPEAT is a two channel video installation highlighting two
anachronistic elements of southern culture: monuments to the Confederacy and the
archetype of the southern belle. These two elements are presented as artifacts, both
culturally and digitally, through two collections of looping videos which face each other
on opposite walls. The video loops in playback and it also loops physically via the
rotational movement in the video, aﬀecting the viewer’s sense of space and causing a
nauseated feeling. Selected fragments of video chosen from both appropriated and
created footage play in repetition on a nauseatingly pink gradient background with
rapid, glitching movement. As anachronisms of the southern identity become
increasingly more diﬃcult to ignore, this project aims to catalyze a conversation about
two of the region’s prominent manifestations of masculinity and femininity and through
this conversation, create a space to potentially encounter a future which builds beyond
the past.
REPEAT : : REPEAT utilizes the structure of the loop to focus upon the way in
which these artifacts of culture feed into one another. This work engages with Hito
Steyrel’s concept of the poor image through the use and layering of low and high
resolutions. This project touches on Judith Butler’s ideas on performativity through the
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title and Jane Bennett’s vibrant materialism when considering the power monuments
have as objects. Finally, the work engages Amelia Jone’s Queer Feminist Durationality
through the material qualities of the video and with Derrida’s différance through
repetition.
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: : INTRODUCTION
REPEAT : : REPEAT is a video
installation with two projected video loops
on opposite facing walls (fig. 1-4). This
project interrogates the anachronistic and
repetitive culture found in United States
South. This project focuses on Confederate
monuments as one of the masculine
Figure 1: Proposed installation of REPEAT : : REPEAT, 2018

artifacts of southern culture and the
archetype of the southern belle as one of the
feminine artifacts of southern culture.
REPEAT : : REPEAT takes the form of a
collection of multiple short looping videos
which construct a larger loop. These videos

Figure 2: Installation of REPEAT : : REPEAT, 2018

work to isolate and highlight these two peculiar facets of southern culture in hopes of
instigating a dialog around the paradoxical mores of the South and perhaps begin to
create a new identity and challenge the controlling strictures of southern tradition.
The southern identity is an identity that is constantly negotiating a duality
between truth and myth, legend and reality, history and heritage, past and present. As
this duality of southern identity becomes increasingly more diﬃcult to ignore, this
project invites a conversation about this duality and the discontented frustration
encompassing it. REPEAT : : REPEAT is not an answer, it is a question, it is a conflict,
it is the aﬀect of a toxic and deeply imbedded identity. These videos are not answers,
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they are questions surrounding the things
we are afraid to discuss out loud. REPEAT : :
REPEAT is not designed as a documentary
or intended to be an archive, rather it means
to aﬀect the viewer psychologically, to get
Figure 3: Installation of REPEAT : : REPEAT, 2018

under the skin, to make uncomfortable, to
unsettle with rapid, glitching movement and
repetitious actions. A lack of location or
context requires viewers to bring their own
context, consider these fragments, and feel
their eﬀect. REPEAT : : REPEAT is dedicated

Figure 4: Installation of REPEAT : : REPEAT, 2018

to the current moment of critical investigation and the removal of these reappearing
artifacts of southern culture. REPEAT : : REPEAT is a hope that even though we repeat,
we might begin to repeat diﬀerently.
This project began as a response to the conflict over the removal of Confederate
flags and the challenge to Confederate monuments and other objects considered to
represent southern heritage and pride by southern people. In June 2015, after the
church shooting in Charleston, South Carolina, many states began removing of
Confederate monuments and memorials. These acts were met with protests, debates,
and, in some instances, riots. Since these acts began, there have been strategic
actions to either remove or protect monuments, such as the Alabama Memorial
Preservation Act of 2017 which aimed to protect these objects from any change.
Another example of strategic action occurred in Gainesville, Florida where the city
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removed the “Old Joe” statue from the grounds of the Alachua County Administration
Building without announcement or press notification before students returned to the
University of Florida after summer break in August 2017. The perceived challenge to
southern identity and pride at this moment has led to a resurgence in a more extreme
conservative ideology and tradition, giving rise again to the southern belle as an ideal
form of beauty and grace for southern women and Confederate monuments as
authentic sites of heritage. These self-referential repetitions and anachronistic
behaviors that are so prevalent in southern culture are what REPEAT : : REPEAT aims
to highlight, analyze, and challenge.

: : FORM
REPEAT : : REPEAT consists of two wall sized projections (fig. 1-2) of silent
video loops. These videos are loops not only in the way they are played, but also by
physically facing each other on opposite walls. When projected in this manner, a
physical circular looping occurs through the motion of the videos. The circularity
created provides the viewer a feeling of spinning or rotation and a physical sensation of
a loop, almost to the point of sickness. To further exploit this sickness and enhance a
feeling of discomfort and nausea, video fragments are placed on a pink gradient (fig. 5).

Figure 5: REPEAT : : REPEAT still from 2-channel video, 2018, pink gradient detail
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Figure 6: REPEAT : : REPEAT Detail of Azalea Trail Maids, still from 2-channel video, 2018

This is a sickeningly sweet pink, it is desirable but repulsive. This pink evokes
memories of cotton candy and of Pepto-Bismol. Simultaneously, the pink is also a dual
reference to Azalea Trail Maids and their anachronistic presence in the current period of
“millennial pink.”
Beyond their physically circular movement, the loops glitch, jump, and oscillate,
almost in fits. They are made up of small moments found within appropriated or
created footage and are repeated to excess, anxious and overwhelming. The loops are
composited with high resolution imagery
layered with low resolution imagery,
appropriated and created video footage. The
imagery of one set of loops contains
representations of southern belles, such as
Figure 7: Installation of REPEAT : : REPEAT, 2018

the appropriated parade footage of the
Azalea Trail Maids (fig. 6-7) while the other
loop set is composed of video of
Confederate monuments at diﬀerent stages
of removal or reckoning (fig. 8-9).
To further reinforce the concept of the
11

Figure 8: Installation of REPEAT : : REPEAT, 2018

Figure 9: REPEAT : : REPEAT, Detail of Confederate Monuments, still from 2-channel video, 2018

loop, REPEAT : : REPEAT contains some loops with a horizontal circular motion while
other loops contain a vertical circular motion. This physical sensation of the loop
demonstrates the manner in which both these artifacts of southern culture feed into
each other, perpetuating strictures of tradition (fig. 10-11). These loops create the
sensation and essence of what is referred to by Hofstadter as a “strange loop” which
he defines as
“not a physical circuit but an abstract loop in which, in the series of stages that
constitute the cycling-around, there is a shift from one level of abstraction (or
structure) to another, which feels like an upwards movement in a hierarchy, and
yet somehow the successive “upward” shifts turn out to give rise to a closed
cycle. That is, despite one’s sense of departing ever further from one’s
origin, one winds up, to one’s shock, exactly where one had started out. In
short, a strange loop is a paradoxical level-crossing feedback
loop” (Hofstadter 218).
Hofstadter’s description of the “strange loop” can be directly applied to what is
occurring in southern culture, which is why the structure of the loop was chosen to
compose REPEAT : : REPEAT. It appears that, in the South, the reverence for
Confederate monuments, preservation of heritage, tradition, and the ideals of both
12

Figure 10: REPEAT : : REPEAT, still from 2-channel video, 2018

Figure 11: REPEAT : : REPEAT, still from 2-channel video, 2018

southern masculinity and femininity reinforce each other leaving us to continuously
reenact our past and crippling ideologies. REPEAT : : REPEAT utilizes the structure of
the loop in the creation and playback of video and the physical construction of the
installation. The loop structure mimics the stricture of the south, where history seems
bound to repeat.
Within REPEAT : : REPEAT there is a critical moment that occurs within every
video element. This is the moment of the glitch, or as Rosa Menkman would state
“moment(um)” of the glitch (Glitch Moment(um), 8). Menkman defines “moment(um)” as
“the moment, which is experienced as the uncanny, threatening loss of control,
throwing the spectator into the void (of meaning). This moment then itself
becomes a catalyst, with a certain momentum. Noise turns to glitch when it
passes a momentary tipping point, at which it could tip away into a failure, or
instead force new knowledge…” (Glitch Moment(um), 31).
13

This moment describe by Menkman is the moment that occurs in REPEAT : : REPEAT
with jumping, twitching, glitching video elements (fig. 7-8). REPEAT : : REPEAT’s
glitches are the critical moments that swift, and shift, the work from simply an
illustration of artifacts of southern culture into a dynamic moment of critical discussion
and imagining of the future for the South apart from the fatally constructed southern
identity and glitches of culture. This artwork utilizes the glitch as a way to reveal the
“layers of obfuscated protocols that find their origin in ideologies, economies, political
hierarchies and social conventions” (Glitch Studies Manifesto, 339). Menkman
describes her experience of the glitch as “a wonderful interruption that shifts an object
away from its ordinary form and discourse, towards the ruins of destroyed
meaning.” (Glitch Studies Manifesto, 339). The glitch is being used to cause a “break of
a flow within technology” and to bring about “a void which is not only a lack of
meaning, it also forces the audience to move away from the traditional discourse
around a particular technology and to ask questions about its meaning” (Glitch Studies
Manifesto, 340). In the case of REPEAT : : REPEAT, the glitch allows viewers to move
beyond the standard discussion surrounding Confederate monuments and the
archetype of the southern belle as sites of heritage and southern pride and begin to
interrogate their meaning and eﬀect. Menkman writes that “glitch art is often about
relaying the membrane of the normal, to create a new protocol after shattering an
earlier one” (Glitch Studies Manifesto, 341). Through the “moment(um)” of the glitch,
REPEAT : : REPEAT aims to shatter existing “protocols” of southern culture—embodied
within the work by the physical artifacts—in an eﬀort to create new “protocol” for
southern identity (Glitch Moment(um), 31, and Glitch Studies Manifesto, 341).
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REPEAT : : REPEAT builds up texture through the layering and juxtaposition of
low resolution and high resolution images. The treatment of the video is a conscious
eﬀort to draw a connection from a cultural artifact to a digital artifact. There is a
purposeful creation of what Hito Steyerl refers to as “poor images” in the low quality of
appropriated video, jittery movements, overlaying, and imperfect removal of some
video elements (fig. 12). This process was developed to reflect the persistent “fractured
and flexible temporalities” located in the South, artifacts which continue to resurface
(Steyerl 8). The decision to create “poor images” is largely influenced by the rapid
chronic thoughtless preproduction of these objects and ideologies (Steyerl). It is also a
way to reveal their diﬃculty in being defined, understood, or resolved. Memorial
removal bystanders and parade attendees’ first-hand usage of low resolution recorded
footage has—almost certainly unwittingly—made these objects more visible and
volatile through the rapid distribution of “poor images” (Steyerl). The low resolution
imagery allows for the Azalea Trail Maids to represent the larger issue of southern belle
archetype through the lack of specificity in their individual identity (fig. 6). In REPEAT : :
REPEAT, Confederate monuments that are being acted upon, removed, covered, or
aﬀected by the public are a low quality images whereas, video of monuments which
have been relocated or unchanged are a higher resolution and clearer image (fig. 9).

Figure 12: REPEAT : : REPEAT, still from 2-channel video, 2018
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This is done to reference Steyerl statement: “focus is identified as a class position, a
position of ease and privilege, while being out of focus lowers one’s value as an image”
(Steyerl 1). The low resolution and out-of-focus Confederate monument footage shows
society’s intervention on the object, the changing ideology and the monument’s rapidly
changing meaning and significance. The monument is becoming a “poor image,”
where, as Steyerl states, “it is often degraded to the point of being just a hurried blur,
one even doubts whether it could be called an image at all” (Steyerl 1). The video
editing in REPEAT : : REPEAT consciously draws connections to the way in which
these artifacts operate in culture through digital manipulation.
This project further employs the development of texture through the play of low
and high resolutions, in and out, layers, and through the perfect and imperfect cutting
out of video elements (fig. 7). This build-up of digital texture is important not only to tie
in the concept of digital artifacts, but also to employ Jones’ idea of Queer Feminist
Durationality. Jones writes that through the materiality and physicality of a work, one
enters into “an experiential duration through repetition and ocular oscillation” (Jones
193 - 194). Through this encounter “we remember our own experiences of bodily
movement and the signs of creative action having taken place thus evoke new
thoughts, memories, interpretations” (Jones 193 - 194). This encounter operates to
“open[] the present to the past and to the future,” and is used in REPEAT : : REPEAT to
begin to imagine a new southern identity (Jones 175). Although, Jones is using Queer
Feminist Durationality to discuss feminist cunt art, it can rightfully be used to establish
new avenues of “meaning-making” in various art forms (Jones 174). The concept of
Queer Feminist Durationality is seen in the work’s repetitive physical manipulations of
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the southern belle and Confederate monuments which creates a queering of southern
culture and traditions by thrusting the “potential of bodies, images, texts, performances
into the visual field to unsettle by opening out the durationality of our desiring
relationship to particular aspects of the world” (Jones 175). Jones looks to Sedgwick to
explain how queer can act as “the open mesh of possibilities, gaps, overlaps,
dissonances and resonances, lapses and excesses of meaning when the constituent
elements of anyone’s gender, of anyones sexuality aren’t made to signify
monolithically” (Jones 176). REPEAT : : REPEAT eagerly deconstructs the monolith of
two artifacts of southern culture and creates new possibilities by utilizing the aesthetics
of the glitch.
REPEAT : : REPEAT also uses dualism to, first, create a space illustrating what is
happening in the South and southern culture, and then, to alter that space via the
aﬀect of the glitch so that these artifacts—and the future of the South—can be
questioned and analyzed. A binary exists in southern culture and Jones states it is of
the utmost importance that we begin to “complicate these binaries” that are still such
an integral part of the South (Jones 178). REPEAT : : REPEAT aims to confound the
binary structure of southern culture. While southerners have an extreme fear of losing
their identity, Jones does not advocate for a disavowal of identity but rather argues for
a shift from identity to an “open-ended process of identifications” as a way to “open a
new path” (173). Because Jones states that “the beat of desire is the pulse of
temporality,” the archetype of the southern belle is manifested in REPEAT : : REPEAT
through the beautifully dressed and desirable Azalea Trail Maids (fig. 6), who appear
viewed in the work via only multiplied, layered, and disorienting in circulating
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movements and low quality video (173). Here, the viewer “attach[es] to or repel[s
them]selves… through complex shifting circuits of identification and disidentification”
with the Azalea Trail Maids (Jones 170). Jones considers “durationality” as “ the
introduction of the beat of desire, of time and its embodied relations, into the art
situation and particularly into the interrelational moment of interpretation” (Jones 173).
Queer Feminist Durationality provides a template space to incorporate one’s own
memory and experience and through this action, perhaps a new future for the south
can be imagined.
REPEAT : : REPEAT’s repetition and slight diﬀerences also engage with Derrida’s
Différance. One definition Derrida provides for différance is “a detour, a delay, a relay, a
reserve, a representation…” which can been seen in the work’s video editing but also
conceptually as one begins to think about monuments and southern belles as a “delay”
in time, or a “detour” from authenticity (Derrida 8). Derrida states that “whether it is a
question of dissimilar otherness or of allergic and polemical otherness, an interval, a
distance, spacing, must be produced between the elements other, and be produced with
a certain perseverance in repetition” (Derrida 8). Différance is the in-between space.
According to Royle, ”Differance ‘is’ the difference of the present from itself. It is what
makes the present possible and at the same time impossible. ‘At the same time’: this
‘same’ of ‘the same time’ is ghostly” (Royle 74). REPEAT : : REPEAT utilizes différance
as the space that resides between awareness of the truth of the identity of white
southerners the perpetually manifested artifacts of our fragmented, self-serving
conceptions of heritage and history. REPEAT : : REPEAT oscillates between the
historical and contemporary, between truth and mythology, and between past and
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present. The oscillation and repetition that occurs in the work becomes “ghostly,”
confounding context and time (Royle 74). This work operates in a similar way to
Derrida’s différance as being “neither simply active nor simply passive, announcing or
rather recalling something like the middle voice,” but rather pointing toward or drawing
the attention to these artifacts so that they might be reconciled (Derrida 9). Difference
allows for the inception of a third space, a third possibility, outside of the duality and
binary of southern culture. Difference, exhibited through the glitching and repetition of
video elements, creates this space for hope that the south could be more than a
collection of archaic and violent artifacts.
This artwork’s title, REPEAT : : REPEAT, was directly inspired by Judith Butler’s
essay Performative Acts and Gender Constitution. In this essay she discusses gender,
not as innate, but as something more flexible that one chooses to continuously execute
(Butler 483). She writes that gender is an act which we repeat, then repeat again so
often that the repeated action feels natural (Butler, 483). The concept of repeating
actions until they become an ingrained identity considered solid but which are in fact
fluid, could be applied to the cultural identity of the South and its abhorrence to
change. REPEAT : : REPEAT acknowledges the repetitious actions of southern identity,
emphasizing it through the structural form of the loop and calls the South to begin
repeating diﬀerently. The title is also inspired by programming class theory in which the
double colons designate REPEAT as a class. According to You Don’t Know JS, “‘Class/
Inheritance’ describes a certain form of code organization and architecture -- a way of
modeling real world problem domains in our software.” Class oriented programming
also emphasizes that “data intrinsically has associated behavior” and behavior can be
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“inherited” from one class to another (Simpson 225, 230). This syntax was chosen as a
way to further engage with the idea of repetitious behavior in the South and the
reoccurring artifacts found in southern culture which may be inherited and reenacted if
not challenged.

: : ARTIFACTS
REPEAT : : REPEAT consists of two themes of short loops dedicated to two
diﬀerent problematic artifacts of southern culture: Confederate monuments and
southern belles. The term “artifact” has a double meaning in this work. First, the term is
used here to define the elements or imagery being used as an anthropological artifact,
a remnant of the past, as one might consider monuments to the Confederacy or the
archetype of the southern belle. Secondly, “artifact” is used here to describe these
elements as pieces of culture that continue to resurface. These pieces exist right under
the surface as glitches, errors, and as unwanted but persistent visual components of
southern culture. In this way, these elements of Confederate monuments and southern
belles are similar to digital artifacts which occur in hardware or software malfunctions,
lossy compression, and aliasing. This second definition of “artifact,” as a digital
property, is brought to the forefront by the treatment of the video elements in the work.
Confederate monuments and the southern belle have continued to reappear
throughout southern history, having been consistently revered and preserved. These
artifacts have become so closely related to the white southern identity that their
proposed removal, especially in the case of Confederate monuments, has been met
with outrage and declared as an attack on heritage. The “invocation of heritage
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compensates for a sense of loss and dislocation” in southern culture, where
preservation of antebellum ideology is being challenged in a rapidly changing world
(Alderman & Inwood 186). A duality exists in southern identity that picks and chooses
artifacts of history for preservation while ignoring how those artifacts are, in many
instances, inextricably interwoven with other powerful, violent, and important histories.
There is an in-between space, a liminal space, that exists right now. This liminal space
resides between awareness of the truth of our history as white southerners and its
relationship to slavery and the perpetually manifested artifacts of our fragmented, selfserving conceptions of heritage and history. REPEAT : : REPEAT oscillates between the
historical and contemporary, between truth and mythology, and between past and
present. This oscillation reflects the persistent “fractured and flexible temporalities”
located in the South (Steyerl 8). Within the oscillation, an area of focus is created. The
area of focus is a space to consider the dismantling of harmful and powerful attributes
and to meditate on how this moment of dismantling could be used, not as a moment of
reconstruction, but rather as a critical moment to “co-construct” an entirely new
southern identity that reconciles with the past and makes room for a more genuine
history and heritage (Alderman & Inwood 192).

: : MONUMENTS TO THE CONFEDERACY
REPEAT : : REPEAT began as reaction to the recent removal of Confederate
monuments, flags, and the renaming of streets and buildings that began in 2015. In the
video installation, monuments spanning the south appear, including monuments from
Florida, Alabama, Virginia, North Carolina, and South Carolina. These Confederate
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monuments represent the masculine artifact of southern culture. The tie between
masculinity and Confederate monuments is further demonstrated by the monuments’
dedication to the male soldiers of the Confederacy and also the phallic form often
prominently featured in the monuments obelisk construction. The physical change in
landscape resulting from the removal of these monuments has allowed a dialog to
emerge about southern culture and values in a new way not previously experienced.
However, the dialog is not moving past removal of the monuments and I do not believe
such a superficial and temporally close-ended analysis is suﬃcient to truthfully
confront and encounter the artifacts. By failing to encounter the artifacts, it is possible
that society will ignore the roots of the artifact and determine the ways in which these
roots interact with multiple segments of the South’s population. In short, the artifacts
must be encountered, must be reckoned, and must be permitted to speak their epitaph
in order to determine their appropriate resolution. The South is at a breaking point right
now and this is a moment to imagine change, not reconstruction.
Confederate monuments were erected at key moments in history and key
locations. They were given a kind of power as objects and symbols, which were often
intended to intimidate and undermine some people while simultaneously empowering
others. Most were quickly created during Jim Crow or the Civil Rights Movement as a
form of visual control and a way to resurrect and authenticate old southern ideologies.
Jane Bennett discusses the power of matter in Vibrant Matter. The “thing-power”
Bennet discusses is, in a way, related to the power of these monuments and why it is
important to deal with them (6). Bennett states that “things do in fact aﬀect other
bodies, enhancing or weakening their power” (3). The aﬀect Bennett discusses here is
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key when considering the power monuments should be regarded as possessing.
Likewise, Alderman and Inwood state the importance these objects have when
discussing “cultural landscapes” as possessing a “normative power” (Alderman &
Inwood 188). The authors go on to state that monuments are “important conduits for
not just giving voice to certain visions of history but casting legitimacy upon them - a
way of ordering and controlling the public meaning of the past” (Alderman & Inwood
188). As monuments to the Confederacy are being relocated or removed from public
places, it is worth considering where they are being moved and what that could mean.
The changing of a monument’s location has extensive eﬀects on the locations of
removal and placement, along with an alteration to the implication and significance of
the monument itself (Alderman & Inwood 189). The power and control these
monuments have can no longer go without reconciliation.

: : THE SOUTHERN BELLE
This project also examines how the southern belle archetype is perpetuating
control through the form of tradition. The artifact of the southern belle is the “myth of a
genteel lady who is devoted to God, family, home and possesses personality traits of
self-control, selflessness, and long suﬀering patience” (Pompper & Crandall 2014,
940). The southern belle is “revered for her beauty, sensuality, and mastery of decency
and good manners...status consciousness, holds rigid sexual mores diﬀerentiating
genders, is modest, upholds Southern traditions, engages in conspicuous
consumption, and constantly attends to her appearance” (Pompper & Crandall 2014,
940). The image of the southern belle continues to resurface whenever the position of
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women in culture is challenged (Gunter 89). In the South, the characterization of the
southern belle as the ideal woman remains steady, even today.
In REPEAT : : REPEAT, the southern belle manifests herself through the image of
the Azalea Trail Maids (fig. 7). The Azalea Trail Maids are the ambassadors of Mobile,
AL and are comprised of female high school seniors from Mobile County schools. The
Azalea Trial Maids represent the state of Alabama and the city of Mobile in events and
parades across the state and country. They dress in custom-made costumes that
directly model the southern belle dresses of the romanticized antebellum south. The
Azalea Trail Maids are one of many of anachronistic artifacts of the southern belle in
southern culture which restrain women within a stricture of tradition.
Many southerns see the South as “dissolving” and there is a deep fear within the
southern states that they are losing their culture (Gunter ii). This fear is driving a
resurgence in tradition and a desire for the “good ol’ days.” The revival of tradition has
brought to the forefront the southern belle in all her ideal beauty. This ideal beauty was
constructed by the men of the “elite planter class in the U.S. south hundreds of years
ago” and had now been “transformed into an image that can be utilized by both
marketing and community building” (Gunter 92). Within its fading culture, the southern
belle is alive and well. The oppressive tradition of the southern belle, and the media’s
reinforcement of her as the ideal woman, has become detrimental to the future
construction of modern southern women’s identities. The southern belle ideal “tightens
the reins on acceptable behaviors for women” and it allows the continuation of control
and prejudice in the form of tradition (Pompper & Crandall 937). In some ways, the
archetype of the southern belle is less visible and more acceptable than that of
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Confederate monuments, however it is equally harmful. REPEAT : : REPEAT calls for
the resolution of even initially beautiful artifacts,so that southern women might become
to be defined and valued by more than the strictures of past tradition.

: : INFLUENTIAL ARTISTS AND ARTWORKS
There are many artists who have
influenced REPEAT : : REPEAT and my
artistic practice. Lorna Mills has had a major
impact on the development of my technique
and method of working with video and
images. Mills’ GIF works, such as Mountains
Figure 13: Mills, Lorna. “Mountains” Lorna Mills Image Dump. 2015. GIF,
Edition of 3. http://www.digitalmediatree.com/sallymckay/
LornaMillsImageDump/pageback/67145/

(fig. 13), are appropriated images that are
removed from their backgrounds with
obvious sharp jagged edges which hint at
both the artist’s intervention on the image
and also that the image belongs, or is from,
somewhere else. I, much like Mills, take
images out of their context and place them

Figure 14: Mills, Lorna. “Clouds” DAM Gallery, 2015, GIF, Edition of 3, http://
www.dam-gallery.de/index.php?id=105&L=1

onto a colored background space, as can be
seen in REPEAT : : REPEAT’s pink gradient.
This is a technique also employed by Mills
as can been seen in Clouds (fig. 14) to
forever loop. Mills’ most influential work on
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Figure 15: Mills, Lorna. “Mountain Light/Time” Lorna Mills Image Dump,
2016, http://www.digitalmediatree.com/sallymckay/LornaMillsImageDump/
pageback/65614/

my concept for the installation and
construction of REPEAT : : REPEAT is her
Mountain Light/Time installation in Times
Square (fig. 15), which was part of the
Midnight Moment exhibition (fig. 16).
Another influential project is Ways of
Figure 16: Mills, Lorna. “Mountain Light/Time” Installation in Times Square.
Lorna Mills Image Dump, 2016. http://www.digitalmediatree.com/sallymckay/
LornaMillsImageDump/pageback/65614/

Something (fig. 17) which was curated by
Mills and includes work by fifty-eight digital
and web-based artists, one for every minute
of video. This remix of John Berger’s Ways
of Seeing has been extremely relevant to
REPEAT : : REPEAT by re-contextualizing

Figure 17:Mills, Lorna and Menkman, Rosa. “Ways of Somthing” Still, 19:32.
2014. http://animalnewyork.com/2014/ways-something-online-premiere/

known historical ideas and references to
create a discussion.

Conceptually, Rosa Menkman’s writing, theory, and glitch artwork has also
influenced this project. Menkman’s recent work on resolution, Myopia (fig. 18), consists
of a wall-sized glitch image of enlarged JPEG 2000 compression artifacts. With this
work, Menkman is working to bring
awareness to compression and resolution
standards, those who set the standards and
traditions, and the comprises these choices
create. The enlarged glitch image is printed
on wallpaper and installed so as to envelop
Figure 18: Menkman, Rosa. “Myopia” Digital print on wallpaper. Transfer
Gallery, 2015. http://transfergallery.com/catalog/#menkman
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the viewer. Myopia impacted my thinking and practice as a digital artist. Myopia,
through its sheer macro scale alone, clearly reveals the detail that is lost in image
compression. Image compression and resolution were both considered and
manipulated in REPEAT : : REPEAT in an eﬀort to develop texture within the video.
The influence of Hito Steyerl’s writing and work can also be seen in REPEAT : :
REPEAT. How Not to be Seen: A Fucking Didactic Educational .MOV File (fig. 19-20)
deals with the topic of resolution. As the title suggests, this video uses the form of a
parody educational video to “teach” viewers how not to be seen by surveillance. How
Not to be Seen utilizes wordplay and humor to discuss very serious issues of drone
surveillance, privilege, and disappearance. Within the piece Steyerl repeatedly states
that “resolution determines
visibility” (Steyerl, 2013). Steyerl’s
“resolution determines visibility” statement
and, work as a whole, strongly influenced
the concept behind REPEAT : : REPEAT’s
resolution choices. For instance, REPEAT : :
REPEAT presents Confederate monuments in

Figure 19: Steyerl, Hito. “How Not to be Seen: A Fucking Didactic
Educational .MOV File” Still. Artforum, 2013.
https://www.artforum.com/video/hito-steyerl-how-not-to-be-seen-afucking-didactic-educational-mov-file-2013-51651

diﬀering resolutions and diﬀering degrees of
visibility in an eﬀort to address the kind and
measure of power the artifacts should
possess. Steyerl’s use of word play to
communicate complex ideas is extremely
inspiring in How Not to be Seen and

Figure 20: Steyerl, Hito. “How Not to be Seen: A Fucking Didactic
Educational .MOV File” Still. Artforum, 2013.
https://www.artforum.com/video/hito-steyerl-how-not-to-be-seen-afucking-didactic-educational-mov-file-2013-51651
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REPEAT : : REPEAT’s use of artifacts and
glitches to communicate the complex is an
acknowledgement of Styerl’s method.
REPEAT : : REPEAT also draws from
Oliver Laric’s Versions (fig. 21). Versions is
Figure 21: Laric, Oliver. “Versions” Still. 2012.
http://oliverlaric.com/

an ongoing project spanning the years
2009-2012 and consisting of many
iterations. Versions isolates images or
segments of video, pulls them out of
context, and compares them with similar or
identical images and video. With Versions,

Figure 22: Laric, Oliver. “Versions” Still. 2012.
http://oliverlaric.com/

Laric challenges our idea of the original or

true image and acknowledges a new direction of image-making unrestrained by the
hierarchy and tradition of original image. By removing images and video from their
original location and placing them on a blank background next to another similar or
identical image (fig. 22) Laric destabilizes the viewer’s conception of reality, truth and
myth, original and fake. Versions forces viewers to question the value of the images
and what determine originality and truth. REPEAT : : REPEAT functions in a similar way
by extracting representations of southern culture from their context, placing them in a
pink space, and thereby opening up a new space to begin to create a new South.
A primary way in which REPEAT : : REPEAT creates this new space is through its
installation, which was highly influenced by the artist collective known as AES+F.
Specifically, AES+F’s use of multi-channel video installation created a starting point for
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the concept of how to
install and show
REPEAT : : REPEAT

Figure 23: AES+F. Last Riot, Liminal Space Trilogy, still from 3-channel video. 2007.
http://aesf.art/projects/last_riot/#lr_3ch_stills/6

within a gallery space.
The bizarre, jittering,
alien-like movements
found in the figures of

Figure 24: AES+F. “The Feast of Trimalchio”, Liminal Space Trilogy, still from 3-channel video. 2007.
http://aesf.art/projects/the_feast_of_trimalchio/#fot_3ch_stills/5

AES+F’s video works
also informed my use of
movement to create

Figure 25: AES+F. “Allegoria Sacra” , Liminal Space Trilogy still from 3-channel video. 2011.
http://aesf.art/projects/allegoria_sacra/#as_3_channel_stills/2

viewer unease and my
treatment of video and images as pieces or fragments instead of indivisible wholes.
AES+F work, especially in the case of the Liminal Space Trilogy (fig. 23-25), is
seductive but at the same time repulsive with unnatural movements, baroque-like
gestures, and bizarre landscapes and situations. Through bizarre and fictional
computer-generated non-places, AES+F are able to analyze a globalized society that
portrays leisure and opulence as an acted experience that is more about the image of
pleasure than pleasure itself, transforming life into a commercialized existence.
Within REPEAT : : REPEAT’s video of the Azalea Trail Maids, a critical moment
occurs when a Trail Maid directly views the camera and waives. In that moment, the
focus is shifted from the Trial Mail to the onlooker. This intentional shift in focus within
REPEAT : : REPEAT was influenced by Petra Cortright. Petra Cortright is an artist
whose work emphasizes the act of looking by portraying herself as a character who is
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uninterested in the viewer and is solely
interested in the digital eﬀects of the
webcam on her screen or her own image, as
can be seen in her first piece VVEBCAM (fig.
26). In VVEBCAM, she is confounding who
is in control and who is being looked at.
Cortright uses her webcam footage as a way

Figure 26: Cortright, Petra. “VVEBCAM” still. 2007.
https://anthology.rhizome.org/vvebcam

to work with the video and use digital space as material
by placing herself in diﬀerent augmented situations. REPEAT : : REPEAT similarly uses
Azalea Trail Maid’s camera gaze as a way to shift the subject of focus to the viewer.
Because REPEAT : : REPEAT calls for both internal and external examination of
diﬃcult-to-reconcile artifacts, REPEAT : : REPEAT can be considered alongside the
work of Kenya Robinson and Doreen Garner. Kenya Robinson and Doreen Garner
recently created an exhibition called White Man On a Pedestal (WMOAP) at Pioneer
Works in Brooklyn, NY. WMOAP interrogates the prevalent western history that
employs “white-male-heteronormativity” as its persistent prototype (“White Man on a
Pedestal”). The exhibition centers around
the history of Dr. J. Marion Sims who is
honored in three monuments standing in
New York, New York, Montgomery,
Alabama, and Columbia, South Carolina.
Each monument celebrates Sims as the
“Father of Modern Gynecology.” WMOAP
Figure 27: Garner, Doreen. “Rack of Those Ravaged and Unconsenting”
installation. 2017 https://pioneerworks.org/exhibitions/white-man-on-apedestal/
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challenges and calls out the forgotten and hidden
history of Sims as a man who violently experimented
on enslaved black women without consent. This brutal
history of experimentation is made evident by
WMOAP’s explicit display of nineteenth-century
gynecological tools and Garner’s piece Rack of Those
Ravaged and Unconsenting (fig. 27). The entire
WMOAP exhibition is full of extremely powerful work,
but perhaps most relevant to my work are Garner’s

Figure 28: Garner, Doreen. “Poneros” 2017
https://pioneerworks.org/exhibitions/white-man-on-apedestal/

Poneros (fig. 28) and Robinson’s Twelve Thousand
Maniacs! (fig. 29-31) which is an extension to her long
term project, #WHITEMANINMYPOCKET. Each of
these works deal with monuments as white men being
put on pedestals and as objects and evidence of the
prevalence of white supremacy in culture. Garner’s
Poneros is her recreation to the Sims monument.
Poneros is 3D printed from a scan of the original
monument and painted with blood red polyurethane
and placed on a concrete block with Poneros

Figure 29: (Robinson), Kenya.
“Twelve Thousand Maniacs!” 2017
https://pioneerworks.org/exhibitions/white-man-on-apedestal/

scratched into it (fig. 28). The title, Poneros, is a Greek word that can be generally
translated as “karmic retribution” (Muelrath). Robinson expands on her project
#WHITEMANINMYPOCKET with Twelve Thousand Maniacs! in which she is developing
a way forward from this history (Muelrath). This project involves 10,000 reproductions
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of Robinson’s figures, 5-inch tall, plastic,
white businessmen whom she calls Dave
Fowler; the supposed model of success (fig.
31) (“White Man on a Pedestal”). Robinson
states that the white businessman figures
“represent a belief that ‘privilege is plastic,’
and that anyone can take on attributes of

Figure 30: (Robinson), Kenya. “Twelve Thousand Maniacs!” Detail 2017
https://pioneerworks.org/exhibitions/white-man-on-a-pedestal/

Whiteness” (Muelrath). According to the
statement from Pioneer Works the Daves are “a
miniature representation of the absurdity of
homogeneity in spaces of power” (“White Man on a
Pedestal”). For the closing of WMOAP, Robinson
conducted a funeral for the Dave Fowlers, laying to
rest the plasticity of whiteness and the ideology of
white supremacy. Garner and Robinson’s exhibition
White Man On a Pedestal does an incredible job of

Figure 31: (Robinson), Kenya. “Twelve Thousand Maniacs!”
Detail 2017. https://pioneerworks.org/exhibitions/whiteman-on-a-pedestal/

bringing awareness to a dark, violent, and overlooked
history while also challenging whiteness and white supremacy in culture today and
creating a platform on which to build a better future.
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: : CONCLUSION
REPEAT : : REPEAT interrogates the anachronistic and repetitive culture found in
United States South. This project focuses on Confederate monuments as the
masculine artifact of southern culture and the archetype of the southern belle as the
feminine artifact of southern culture. Through the form of opposite facing wall
projections and two sets of silent looping videos, one of Confederate monuments and
one of the Azalea Trail Maids, REPEAT : : REPEAT works to isolate and highlight these
two peculiar artifacts of southern culture in hopes of instigating a dialog around the
paradoxical mores of the South. This dialog will hopefully create a space to begin to
create a new identity and challenge the controlling strictures of southern tradition. The
video loops imply a physical loop through their vertical and horizontal circular
movement. This circularity further demonstrates the way in which these artifacts feed
into each other, perpetuating the anachronism of southern culture. REPEAT : : REPEAT
uses the structure of the loop, texture developed through the quality of the video
elements and editing, durational aspects of the work, and différance to create a space
that these artifacts might be resolved within. REPEAT : : REPEAT is not an answer or an
archive, it is a question, it is a conflict, it is the aﬀect of a toxic and deeply imbedded
identity, it means to to get under the skin, to make uncomfortable, to unsettle. This
work is dedicated to this moment of critical investigation and the removal of these
reappearing artifacts of southern culture. REPEAT : : REPEAT is a hope that even
though we repeat, we might begin to repeat diﬀerently.
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